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Electrification of urban transportation systems has been considered as the most promising solution for reducing the air pollution, the oil dependence and improving the energy efficiency. Therefore, it becomes more and
more popular around the world. The fundamental components in these systems are electric motors which
provide the propulsion force. Practically, the electric propulsion by linear motors is characterized by rapid
acceleration / deceleration, negotiate steep gradients, immune to be bad weather and reduced maintenance
cost. Thus, this technology attracts more and more attention recently. The purpose of this paper is to propose
a new linear variable reluctance motor (LVRM) for the electric propulsion in urban transportation systems.
The new LVRM will be equipped with both armature and field windings for a doubly excitation. Thus, the
so-called excitation penalty existing in traditional VRMs can be alleviated. Furthermore, by introducing an additional superconducting DC field winding used for excitation, the air-gap flux can then be flexibly controlled
hence extending the constant-power range, and improving efficiency. The stator (rail) is simply composed of
iron core without windings nor PMs. This contributes to a very low inertia and low cost system, robustness
and suitable for high speed operation. Since each phase of the proposed machine is magnetically decoupled
from each other, it is easy to design a 5-phase machine based on the proposed machine topology. Within the
mover (car), each phase is separated with a certain electrical degree. While inside the stator (rail), successive
toothed-pole structure is adopted which is similar to other doubly-salient linear machines. The detailed design, analysis and verification will be presented in the full paper.
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